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In this work, we present a systematic study of the emission from bilayer organic 

microcavity light emitting diodes with two metal mirrors. The devices consisting of two 

organic layers, N,N′-di(naphthalene-1-yl)-N,N′-diphenylbenzidine (NPB) as a hole 

transport layer and tris (8-hydroxyquinoline) (Alq) as emitting layer, and two metal 

mirrors were fabricated and characterized by transmission, reflectance, 

photoluminescence, and electroluminescence measurements. The effects of layer 

thickness, interface position, and the choice of anode (bottom mirror) were investigated. 

The transmission and reflectance spectra were modeled using a transfer matrix model, 

and the optical functions for all the materials used were determined by spectroscopic 

ellipsometry. The calculated and experimental data are in good agreement. The 
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dependence of the photoluminescence and electroluminescence spectra on the device 

thickness and interface position is discussed. 

 
PACS: 85.60.Jb; 85.60.Bt 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Organic materials have been attracting lots of attention for application in organic 

light emitting diodes (OLEDs) due to their potential high brightness and possible 

inexpensive fabrication on large area and/or flexible substrates. A large number of 

different materials for OLED application have been developed in recent years. In addition 

to the research on novel materials, novel device structures have been investigated as well. 

Among those, microcavity OLEDs have been attracting lots of attention in order to 

achieve spectral narrowing, brightness enhancement, or multipeak emission from the 

same emitting layer.1-5 In addition to interest for practical applications, microcavity 

structures are also of interest for fundamental physics studies. In particular, strong 

coupling phenomena in organic microcavities are of interest due to large values of Rabi 

splitting which can be observed at room temperature.6-14
 It is commonly accepted that, in 

order to achieve strong coupling in an organic microcavity, the organic material should 

have narrow absorption spectrum.11 Therefore, majority of the studies of strong coupling 

have been confined to the systems of limited importance for practical applications, such 

as cavities containing porphyrin or cyanine dyes doped into a polystyrene or polyvinyl 

alcohol matrix.7,9-14 However, very large Rabi splitting was reported for the polysilane 

based microcavities,6 in spite of the fact that the linewidth of polysilane (~190 meV)6,8 is 

about twice as large as that of more commonly used organic materials in cavities 

exhibiting strong coupling.11,13  

It should be noted, however, that narrow linewidth is not a mandatory requirement 

to achieve strong coupling. The necessary condition for the strong coupling to occur in a 
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microcavity is that the emitted photon is reabsorbed before leaving the cavity and it can 

be expressed as15 

    Fde πα >> ,            (1) 

where αe is the absorption coefficient, d is the length of the absorbing medium, and F is 

the cavity finesse. The condition for the observation of the strong coupling can be also 

stated as:16  

     γδ +>Ω c0 ,            (2) 

where Ω0  is the on-resonance splitting (which is not necessarily the same for reflectance, 

transmission, absorption, and photoluminescnce17), γ is the homogeneous oscillator 

linewidth, and δc is the linewidth of the cavity mode. Neither of these two conditions is 

very stringent. Organic materials typically exhibit relatively large absorption coefficients 

so that for a sufficiently large layer thickness the condition given by Eq. (1) can be easily 

satisfied even in microcavities which do not have a large finesse. It was demonstrated 

that a low Q factor cavity with two metal mirrors resulted in larger Rabi-splitting than a 

cavity with one metal and one highly reflective Bragg mirror.7 Considering the reported 

large values of Rabi splitting in the organic materials, which can be as high as 0.43 eV,6 it 

is clear that the condition expressed by Eq. (2) can also be easily satisfied, even for 

material with linewidths larger than those commonly used to investigate strong coupling 

phenomena. However, the presence of peak splitting is not a sufficient indication of 

strong coupling.16 It is possible to observe more than one photoluminescence peak, 

without anticrossing of the exciton and photon modes which indicates the strong 

coupling.16 Furthermore, the splitting between TE and TM modes can occasionally cause 

peak splitting which is rather similar to the Rabi splitting.18 Although previous works on 
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the angular dependence of the emission from the Alq based microcavities showed blue 

shift but no peak splitting,1-3 based on the differences in the angular dependence of the 

phase change upon reflection from the silver mirror for two polarizations,5 observation of 

TE and TM mode splitting would not be unexpected. 

 In this work, we fabricated and characterized organic microcavity structures with 

two metal mirrors and N,N′-di(naphthalene-1-yl)-N,N′-diphenylbenzidine (NPB) as a 

hole transport layer and tris (8-hydroxyquinoline) (Alq) as emitting layer. Silver (70 nm) 

was used as a cathode and top mirror, while either thin (25 nm) Cu or thick (80 nm) Ag 

where considered as a bottom mirror. The fabricated devices were characterized by 

transmission (T), reflectance (R), photoluminescence (PL), and electroluminescence (EL) 

measurements. The transmission and reflectance were also modeled using a transfer 

matrix model, and the index of refraction of all the materials used was determined by 

spectroscopic ellipsometry. The properties of the devices as a function of total device 

thickness, bottom mirror, and the position of the NPB/Alq interface were studied. In the 

case of a thick Ag mirror, very clear peak splitting is observed for larger viewing angles. 

The calculations indicated that the observed peak doublet was due to TE and TM mode 

splitting, which was also confirmed by PL measurements with a polarizer. However, in 

the devices with thin Cu mirror, unusual behavior involving multiple peaks in 

electroluminescence whose intensity ratio changes with the viewing angle is observed. 

Possible reasons for this behavior are discussed. 

 The paper is organized as follows. In the following section, details on the device 

fabrication and characterization are given and the model for calculations of the spectra is 
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described. In section III, obtained results are presented and discussed. Finally, 

conclusions are drawn. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL AND CALCULATION DETAILS 

In this section, we will describe sample preparation, determination of the index of 

refraction of materials using spectroscopic ellipsometry, device characterization using R, 

T, PL, and EL measurements, and finally calculation of the R, T, and emission spectra. 

A. Sample preparation 

The NPB and Alq (from H. W. Sands) were purified by sublimation before device 

fabrication. Both devices and thin films for spectroscopic ellipsometry measurement were 

fabricated by evaporation in high vacuum (~10-6 Torr). The layer thickness during 

deposition was displayed by a quartz thickness monitor, and it was double checked after 

deposition using step-profiler and ellipsometry. Thin films for the spectroscopic 

ellipsometry measurements were fabricated either on Si or glass substrates. For Alq and 

NPB, films on silicon substrates were used in order to obtain better signal since the 

reflectivity of NPB or Alq on a glass substrate is low. It was reported that the extinction 

coefficient values for thin films with low refractive index on a transparent substrate 

follow the sign and magnitude of the spectral noise.19 In addition, it was reported that the 

overestimation of the extinction coefficient of transparent glasses cannot be eliminated by 

surface roughness correction.20 In our previous study of thin Alq films on a glass 

substrate, possible overestimation of the extinction coefficient in sub-band gap range was 

obtained.21 For these reasons, Si substrate was used for the organic layers. Since it was 

shown that the Alq deposited on unheated substrate is amorphous,22 no significant 

influence of the substrate on the film structure and optical properties is expected. For 
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copper and silver, films on glass substrates were fabricated. The back surface of the glass 

substrate was made rough in order to eliminate errors due to reflections from this surface. 

All the substrates were cleaned by acetone, ethanol, and DI water.  

MOLED devices had following structure: quartz/bottom mirror/NPB/Alq/Ag (70 

nm). The devices with different bottom mirror (Cu and Ag) were fabricated at the same 

time in order to eliminate possible effects of the thickness variation of the organic layers. 

In addition to MOLEDs containing NPB and Alq layers, MOLEDs with Alq layer only 

with the same total thickness were also fabricated in order to exclude possible effects of 

NPB on the observed phenomena. The MOLEDs with NPB/Alq and Alq layers exhibited 

similar behavior, except that the blue emission from NPB upon 325 nm excitation was 

absent in MOLEDs containing only Alq.  

B. Material characterization 

Thin films of Alq, NPB, silver, and copper were measured by an ellipsometer (J. A. 

Woollam V-VASE variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometer). Photoluminescence 

(excited at 325 nm by a HeCd laser) and absorption (using Hewlett Packard 8453 UV-Vis 

spectrometer) measurements for the NPB and Alq films were also performed. 

Ellipsometric measurements were taken at the incident angles of 65, 70, and 75 degrees, 

in the wavelength range of 300 – 1000 nm. For each sample, several measurements were 

taken at different sample orientations to verify the in-plane isotropy of the films. Then the 

experimental data were fitted to obtain the refractive indices of the materials, which were 

described by a Lorentz model for Alq and NPB, and by a Lorentz-Drude model for silver 

and copper. Simulated annealing algorithm was used as the optimization method, similar 
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to our previous study.21 The complex dielectric function according to the Lorentz 

oscillator model21 is described as: 
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where F0 and Γ0 are the oscillator strength and the broadening constant, respectively, for 

the intraband transitions. 

C. Device characterization 

HeCd laser (325 nm), Xe lamp (420 nm),  and Ar ion laser (488 nm) were used as 

the excitation sources for photoluminescence (PL). The excited spectra were collected 

using a double monochromator (1.4 m Oriel 77225) with Peltier-cooled photomultiplier 

detector (Hamamatsu R636-10). For the electroluminescence (EL) measurement, a 

Keithley 2400 sourcemeter was used to bias the devices, and the EL spectra were 

recorded using a fiberoptic spectrometer PDA-512-USB (Control Development Inc.).  A 

deuterium-tungsten lamp and a 1000 W Xenon lamp were used as excitation sources for 

reflectance and transmittance measurements, respectively (higher power Xe lamp was 

required for T measurements due to weak signal for MOLEDs with thick Ag mirrors), 

and the spectra were collected in the same manner as for the PL.  For time resolved 

photoluminescence measurements, a HP 54522A oscilloscope was used to capture the 
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decay curve following an excitation pulse from a Nd:YAG laser (355 nm third harmonic 

line). 

D. Device modeling 

The reflectance and transmittance of the devices were modeled using a transfer 

matrix model.24-26 The calculated results were corrected for the incoherent reflection from 

the backside of a quartz substrate.27-29 The refractive indices for all the thin film layers in 

the structure were determined by spectroscopic ellipsometry. For the quartz substrate, the 

refractive index was described by a Cauchy equation fit of the data tabulated in Ref.30  

The emission spectra were modeled using the following equation:4,31-33              
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where �=
j

jjdnL  is the optical thickness of the cavity, zi is the optical distance of the 

emitting dipoles to the metal mirrors, Inc(λ) is the free space emission of Alq (determined 

from the photoluminescence measurements of the Alq film), and the summation over i is 

performed assuming that the dipoles are located within 20 nm from the HTL/Alq3 

interface.32 The summation is performed with 1 nm step. In all calculations, the signs for 

phase angles were taken to be consistent with the exp(jωt) convention, and hence the 

complex index of refraction of the materials was described by N=n-ik.31   

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The fabricated thin films were first characterized by spectroscopic ellipsometry. 

The determined refractive indices were then used to model the MOLED devices. 
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MOLEDs with different bottom mirrors and different thickness of the organic layers were 

fabricated and characterized by R, T, PL, and EL measurements.  

A. Optical properties of materials 

Figures 1 and 2 show the experimental and calculated TanΨ and Cos∆ values for 

the Alq and NPB films on Si substrates, respectively. Very good agreement between the 

calculated and the experimental data can be observed for all three incident angles. Three 

oscillators were used to model the index of refraction of Alq, while two oscillators were 

sufficient for NPB. The obtained parameters are listed in Table I, and the real and 

imaginary parts of the refractive index are shown in Fig. 3. Unlike our previous work,21 

conventional Lorentz oscillator model was sufficient to obtain good agreement with the 

experimental data. This is possibly due to more narrow spectral range considered. Some 

reduction in the inhomogeneous broadening component due to different source and 

improved purity of the material is also possible. Better quality of the experimental data 

because of higher sample reflectance and smoother sample surface due to Si substrate  

may also play a role.  The obtained refractive index value of the Alq is somewhat lower 

than that in the other works reported in the literature.34-37 Differences in the obtained 

optical properties are most likely due to the differences in the purity of the source 

material, vacuum level during the deposition, as well as the deposition rate. Since we 

fabricate MOLEDs in the same evaporation system and under the same condition as the 

films for ellipsometry, the optical functions determined by our measurements are more 

appropriate for the modeling of our MOLED devices. For NPB, there are no refractive 

index data available, so that no comparisons with the literature can be made.  
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Figures 4 and 5 show the calculated and experimental TanΨ and Cos∆ values for 

Cu and Ag thin films for three different incident angles. The data were fitted using 

Lorentz-Drude model, with one oscillator for silver and three oscillators for copper. 

Lorentz-Drude model for these two materials is satisfactory for the spectral range 

considered. If wider spectral range is needed, the use of other more complex models may 

need to be considered.23 Very good agreement between the experimental and calculated 

values can be observed. The obtained model parameters are given in Table I, while Fig. 6 

shows the obtained real and imaginary parts of the index of refraction. The reference data 

for Ag and Cu from the ellipsometry software are also shown for comparison. While 

same trends can be observed in our and the reference data, there are some differences 

which are more pronounced for Cu films. This is not unexpected, since there is large 

scatter of the reported values in the literature for all metals.38 One of significant 

contributing factors to the differences in the optical properties are different methods of 

sample preparation.38 It was shown that, for example, the reflectance of the evaporated 

aluminum films depends on the vacuum level and the evaporation rate.39 Due to 

differences in the sample preparation, it is highly advisable to experimentally determine 

the optical functions of thin films used for the device fabrication rather than use the 

available data in the literature.  

B. Microcavity devices results and discussion  

In the following, different devices will be labeled according to NPB and Alq 

thickness, for example 65/139 for the device with 65 nm NPB and 139 nm Alq. Also, 

where necessary, spectra for different viewing angles will be vertically shifted for clarity. 

All the emission spectra are normalized for easier comparison of the peak positions. 
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Figures 7 and 8 show the electroluminescence and photoluminescence spectra of the 

65/139 device for different viewing angles. Electroluminescence was measured through 

the semitransparent Cu mirror, while PL could be measured through both top and bottom 

mirror. Significant difference between EL and PL (both measured from the substrate side, 

Fig. 7 and Fig. 8a) can be observed. The photoluminescence spectra consist of two peaks, 

a higher intensity blue green exhibiting blue shift with increasing viewing angle and a 

lower intensity yellow-green peak which does not show significant shift with increasing 

viewing angle. The position of this peak is red-shifted compared to the free space 

emission from Alq. On the other hand, EL spectra show two peaks of almost equal 

intensity. Neither of the peaks exhibits significant shift with the increasing viewing angle, 

but their intensity changes. The emission spectra from the side of the substrate show 

typical green Alq emission. Therefore, the observed unusual features are definitely a 

result of the interplay of the cavity and the emitting material. The differences between EL 

and PL spectra can originate from NPB emission contribution in the PL, different 

position and width of the emissive layer, as well as possible effects of the applied electric 

field. Some differences due to different emission region position can be inferred from the 

differences in the PL spectra measured through the bottom and top mirror (Fig. 8a and b), 

although the behavior of both PL spectra with changing viewing angle is fundamentally 

different from the EL spectra. 

In order to further investigate this phenomenon, we have fabricated the devices 

with ½ and two times the thickness of the original one. The PL spectra for 33/69 and 

130/278 devices with thin Cu mirrors are shown in Fig. 9. The 130/278 was too thick to 

show any electroluminescence, while the EL spectra of the 33/69 device were very 
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similar to the PL spectra. The PL spectra from the top electrode of 33/69 device show 

some NPB emission, but otherwise exhibit similar behavior with viewing angle. Similar 

behavior between EL and PL spectra is also observed in the 33/69 devices with Ag 

bottom mirror, as shown in Fig. 10. For both EL and PL, blue shift of the emission with 

clear TE and TM mode splitting at higher viewing angles can be clearly observed, as 

expected. On the other hand, 130/278 device exhibits more complex behavior due to 

appearance of additional cavity modes. When we compare the spectra from 33/69, 

65/139, and 130/278 devices, we can see that in spite of obvious differences there are 

some common features. For example, 65/139 and 130/278 devices have one resonance at 

470-480 nm, some weaker emission in the region 530-580 nm, while additional mode at 

~630 nm is absent in 65/139 due to shorter cavity length. The shoulder due to NPB 

emission can be observed for both 33/69 and 130/278 devices. The most significant 

difference, however, is very broad emission from 33/69 device with Cu mirror. The 

position and the width of this emission are different from that obtained for 65/139 and 

130/278 devices, but its position agrees well with the lower energy EL peak in the 65/139 

device. 33/69 device with two Ag mirrors does not exhibit increased linewidth of the 

emission. Also, 33/69 appears to be the only device where the differences between the PL 

spectra from the top and bottom mirror are small, as well as the differences between the 

EL and PL spectra. However, it should be noted that the positions of the peaks in PL 

spectra from the top and bottom mirror in 65/139 and 130/278 devices are similar, but 

their relative intensities are different. This is possibly due to excitations of different 

regions due to different optical properties of NPB and Alq, as well as different 

transmission of the top and bottom mirrors.  
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In order to investigate further observed unusual phenomena in the devices with 

thin Cu bottom mirror, we fabricated devices with the same total thickness, but different 

position of the NPB/Alq interface. The obtained EL and PL spectra for 153/51, 102/102, 

51/153, and 26/178 devices are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. It is obvious that the 

interface position and the Alq thickness play a significant role in the obtained results. It 

can be observed that the emission from the near-infrared cavity mode (700-800 nm) 

becomes visible only for the devices with large Alq thickness. It is well known that the 

Alq exhibits subband gap absorption40,41 Still, it is surprising that the emission above 700 

nm can be excited in Alq based microcavities. It should be noted that previous studies 

found that the emission in Alq consists of three different transitions, but the proposed 

energies of these transitions were different.42,43 Cury and Gillin42 proposed that the lowest 

energy (2.04 eV) transition originated from triplet recombination, which is in agreement 

with the theoretically predicted energy level of a triplet state (~2.14 eV).44 However, time 

resolved photoluminescence study by Humbs et al.43 yielded no evidence of triplet 

emission and resulted in different energy levels for the three transitions. We have also 

performed time resolved photoluminescence measurements for our microcavity devices, 

and in all cases (green as well as near-infrared emission) obtained decay times were in 

the range of 10-20 ns, similar to the value obtained for Alq films. For the Alq films, we 

obtained decay times in the range 16-18 ns, which is in good agreement with the results 

reported in the literature.45-48 Based on the time resolved photoluminescence results, 

involvement of triplet states in the observed emission does not seem likely. However, the 

fact that the lower energy emission appears only in devices with large Alq thickness 
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indicates that sub-band gap states with low absorption and luminescence intensity may 

play an important role in the observed behavior. 

In order to exclude the possible influence of the NPB layer, we fabricated the 

microcavity devices containing only Alq with the same total thickness (204 nm). 

Obtained photoluminescence results for microcavities with bottom Cu and Ag mirrors are 

shown in Fig. 13. For the microcavity device with Cu mirror, a broad feature which likely 

consists of two peaks and which does not show significant blue shift with the viewing 

angle can be observed. For larger viewing angles, the peak corresponding to near-infrared 

cavity mode which shows blue shift with increasing viewing angle becomes visible. 

Therefore, this emission indeed originates in the Alq and it is not a result of formation of 

a complex at the Alq/NPB interface. For a thick Ag mirror, we can observe more 

complex behavior, as shown in Fig. 13b. For small viewing angles, narrow blue peak can 

be observed. With increasing viewing angle, broad green emission increases and becomes 

pronounced at ~50° viewing angle. With further increase of viewing angle, both blue and 

green emission intensities reduce, and the intensities of the two near-infrared peaks (peak 

splitting due to TE and TM modes) increase. As it can be clearly observed, the observed 

spectra show complex behavior even in the absence of an NPB layer. More importantly, 

the obtained results appear to be strongly dependent on the bottom mirror reflectance. 

The influence of the bottom mirror (thin Cu vs. thick Ag layer) is also illustrated in Fig. 

14, showing the PL from the top mirror side for 153/51 and 51/153 devices with Cu and 

Ag bottom mirrors. In both cases it can be clearly observed that the behavior of the 

devices with bottom Ag mirror is rather similar. A green narrow peak exhibiting blue 

shift and polarization mode splitting with increasing viewing angles can be observed. The 
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peak position exhibits some dependence on the Alq layer thickness and the interface 

position, but overall behavior is the same. This is not the case for the devices with thick 

Cu mirror, where notably different behavior with increasing viewing angle can be 

observed for different devices.  

In order to identify the factors affecting the emission spectra, we have performed 

simulations of the emission from different devices. The comparison between the 

calculated and experimental spectra is shown in Fig. 15. It can be observed that the main 

features of the spectra agree reasonably well, but that there are differences between the 

calculated and experimental spectra. One possible reason is discrepancy between the 

actual and assumed thickness, which cannot be entirely excluded in spite of the careful 

calibration of the quartz thickness monitor based on the post-deposition measurements of 

thickness using both ellipsometry and step-profiler. Another possible reason is different 

width of the emission region. The effects of varying the width of the emission region are 

shown in Fig. 16. It can be observed that, while the emission region width does not affect 

the spectra significantly in the case of the 80 nm Ag mirror, significant differences 

among the spectra corresponding to different emission region width can be observed for 

thin Cu mirror. Therefore, one possible explanation for differences between calculated 

and measured spectra could be the emission region width, which was assumed to be equal 

20 nm in all cases. The difference in the emission region width could also at least partly 

account for the differences between the EL and PL spectra. It should also be noted that 

the differences in the simulated spectra for different assumed emission region width 

become more pronounced for larger Alq layer thickness. The position of the NPB/Alq 

interface affects the nature of the influence of emission region width. For the devices of 
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½ /½  type (i.e. 50/50, 100/100 etc.), for large thickness increase of the emission region 

width results in the blue shift of the emission. For devices of the type 4
3

4
1  (i.e. 25/75, 

50/150, etc.), different emission region width results in different intensity ratios of the 

two peaks. One possible explanation for different emission region width may be due to 

large difference in the electron and hole mobilities in Alq and NPB, respectively.50 Hole 

mobility in the NPB is about two order of magnitude larger than the electron mobility in 

Alq.50 It is well known that there are charges at the Alq/NPB interface in an OLED.51-54 

Fixed negative charges were found at NPB/Alq interface,51,52 as well as the accumulation 

of the positive charges during the device operation.53,54 The negative interfacial charge 

density was found not to be dependent on the Alq thickness based on the linear 

dependence of the transition voltage on Alq thickness.51,52 On the other hand, additional 

positive charge can be found in the bulk of the Alq layer and the amount of this charge 

increases with the device aging and the dependence of the transition voltage on Alq 

thickness is no longer linear.54 Since the emission region width is determined by the 

exciton diffusion length,55 it is possible that it can be affected by different electric field 

distribution in the devices with different Alq thickness. It should also be noted that the 

change of the emission region width decreases with increased operation time,56 which 

may be related to the accumulation of the positive charges.54 The emission region width 

was also found to be dependent on the voltage for low bias voltages,57 although this 

phenomena are not likely to play a significant role in the results presented in this work 

since no significant dependence of the spectra on bias voltage was noted. This is likely 

because the low bias voltages resulting in low luminance could not be coupled via fiber 

into the spectrometer. 
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We also performed photoluminescence measurements for different excitation 

wavelengths, as shown in Figs. 17 and 18. Figure 17 shows the PL spectra of 33/69, 

65/139, and 130/278 devices excited at 420 nm. It can be observed that for 130/278 the 

spectra excited at 325 nm (Fig. 9b) and 420 nm (Fig. 17c) are rather similar.  The main 

difference is the absence of NPB emission (a shoulder observed at low viewing angles in 

Fig. 9b). For 33/69 device, some differences for different excitation wavelengths (Fig. 9a 

and Fig. 17a) can be observed. When the device is excited with 420 nm, two peaks can be 

resolved in the broad emission in the 500-700 nm range. For 65/139 device, green instead 

of blue green emission is observed at 420 nm excitation. The difference can be partly due 

to the absence of NPB emission, although enhancement of the yellow emission 

contribution at 420 nm excitation is not fully clear. If we compare the PL spectra of the 

microcavities containing only Alq layer excited at different wavelengths (325 nm 

excitation shown in Fig. 13a, 420 nm and 488 nm excitations shown in Fig. 18 a and b, 

respectively), it can be observed that the excitation wavelength significantly affects the 

PL spectra. At 325 nm, a broad feature likely consisting of two peaks can be observed, 

and additional near-infrared peak is seen at higher viewing angles. No near-infrared 

emission is seen at 420 nm and 488 nm excitation, and for both excitation wavelengths 

emission is dominated by a single peak, green with weak yellow emission for 420 nm 

excitation and yellow for 488 nm excitation. No differences in the emission spectra from 

an Alq film were observed when the excitation wavelength was changed. It should be 

noted that it is unexpected that excitation at 488 nm results in any PL, which indicates 

significant contribution of the sub-gap states in the Alq emission. 
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All the fabricated microcavity devices were also characterized by reflectance and 

transmittance measurements.  The devices with the same bottom mirror exhibit very 

similar behavior. The obtained results (calculated and experimental) for 51/153 device 

are shown in Fig. 19. Good agreement between the main features of the experimental and 

calculated spectra can be observed. There is some difference in the transmittance 

intensity, which is likely due to different factors for coupling into the fiber at different 

incident angles. The spectra from devices with Cu mirror show broad minimum whose 

shape changes with increasing viewing angle. The comparison of the measured 

reflectance spectra for Alq only device for Cu and Ag bottom mirrors is shown in Fig. 20. 

It can be observed that the device with thick Ag mirror show two cavity modes. The 

longer wavelength mode also exhibits clear polarization mode splitting, similar to the 

transmittance and PL spectra. 

From all the obtained results, it is clear that the devices with two thick Ag mirrors 

behave as expected based on other organic microcavity works in the literature.1-3,5 One 

possible exception is 204 nm Alq only microcavity, where the reasons for change of 

dominant emission mode from blue to near-infrared with increasing viewing angle 

require further study. On the other hand, all devices with bottom Cu mirror exhibit some 

unusual behavior, which becomes more pronounced with increasing Alq thickness.  We 

have plotted the peak positions as a function of the viewing angle for Alq only and 

51/153 microcavities, as shown in Figs. 21 and 22, respectively. For thin Cu mirror, the 

transmission peak positions were fitted with three coupled oscillator model12,13 for 204 

Alq cavity, while for  51/153 microcavity two coupled oscillator model8 was used. This is 

because three peaks can be observed in the former case, while there are two peaks in the 
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latter case. For the 204 nm Alq device with Ag mirror, two branches observed in the PL, 

R, and T at about 2.65 eV and 1.4 eV (normal incidence) correspond to the two cavity 

photon modes. The additional emission peak at ~2.4 eV is possibly due to uncoupled 

emission from the Alq, although it is somewhat shifted compared to the position of the 

PL peak from the Alq film (at 2.27 eV). For 51/153 device, second mode lies further in 

the infrared (as can be seen from the R and T spectra at higher incidence angles, as shown 

in Fig. 19) so only one branch with polarization mode splitting can be observed. The 

devices with Cu mirrors show more complex behavior. Peak positions can be fitted with 

coupled oscillators model and the curves show anticrossing behavior. It should be noted 

that the presence of multiple peaks in the emission spectrum is not a proof of the 

polariton emission.16 However, anticrossing of the curves can be considered as an 

indication of strong coupling.16 The difference between the peak positions obtained from 

different measurements is more pronounced in devices with lower reflectivity (Cu) 

mirror, which is in agreement with the theoretical predictions.17 Also, the separation of 

the branches for different measurements is higher for transmittance than for reflectance, 

which would be expected in a microcavity with larger detuning and lower bottom mirror 

reflectance.17 The obtained results appear to indicate possible polariton emission in the 

microcavities with thick Alq layer and low reflectivity bottom mirror. Strong coupling in 

a low Q factor cavity with two metal mirrors was demonstrated for a different organic 

material.7 Thus, polariton emission in our devices is not impossible although it is 

unexpected since Alq exhibits rather broad emission (although the cavity mode also has 

relatively large width due to low Cu mirror reflectivity). However, further experiments, 

such as time resolved photoluminescence following ultrafast excitation10 are needed to 
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confirm whether the observed phenomena are indeed a consequence of the polariton 

emission. In addition, the nature of the tail states contributing to the observed near-

infrared emission also requires further study. 

Finally, in order to verify whether the observed unusual features are a 

consequence of the use of Cu mirror, we fabricated 204 nm Alq microcavities with Ag 

(17 nm), Au (28 nm), and Cu (60 nm) mirrors. PL spectra of these devices are shown in 

Fig. 23. It can be observed that the PL spectra for low reflectivity thin bottom mirror 

(Fig. 23 a and b, Fig. 13 a) exhibit very similar behavior regardless of the material used 

for the mirror. There is some difference in the position of near-infrared cavity mode, 

which is mainly due to different phase change upon reflection for different materials.58 

For thicker Cu mirror, near-infrared mode becomes more pronounced, but due to lower 

reflectivity of Cu compared to Ag, behavior with the viewing angle for thick Cu mirror 

still has more similarity with thin u rather than thick Ag mirror. Based on the obtained 

results, it can be concluded that the unusual behavior of thick (~200 nm) microcavity 

devices with low reflectivity bottom mirror is a general feature regardless of the bottom 

mirror material. Therefore, it should be possible to design microcavity OLEDs with lower 

reflectivity bottom mirror which do not exhibit blue shift of the emission peak 

characteristic for thinner devices with highly reflective mirrors. Furthermore, it should be 

noted that for majority of organic materials having a broad emission spectrum, lower 

bottom mirror reflectivity is necessary in order to achieve brightness enhancement.58,59 

Thus, low bottom mirror reflectivity represents a realistic design for organic microcavity 

devices. However, further work is needed in order to fully explain the observed 

phenomena and conclusively prove or disprove possible polariton emission in thick Alq 
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based microcavities. Also, from the practical applications points of view, microcavities 

employing doped organic layers should be considered in order to avoid increase of the 

driving voltage due to increased organic layer thickness.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 

We have performed a comprehensive investigation of the organic microcavity light 

emitting diodes with different organic layer thickness, different emission region position, 

and different bottom mirror. It was found that the devices with low reflectance bottom 

mirrors exhibit some unusual features, such as lack of the characteristic blue shift of the 

emission peak with the viewing angle, significant differences between the EL and PL 

spectra, as well as differences between PL spectra excited at different wavelengths, which 

cannot be entirely attributed to the lack of contribution from the NPB layer since the 

dependence of PL spectra on excitation wavelength was also observed in microcavities 

containing Alq only. Furthermore, the emitted spectra are strongly dependent on the 

position of the emission region in the device. This is not the case for the devices with a 

highly reflective Ag mirror. Plotting the peak positions as a function of the viewing angle 

resulted in clear anticrossing for the devices with thin Cu mirrors. However, further time-

resolved experiments are needed to conclusively establish whether observed phenomena 

can be attributed to the polariton emission. 
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TABLES 

Table I Lorentz and Lorentz-Drude model parameters obtained by fitting the 

spectroscopic ellipsometry data for Alq, NPB, Ag, and Cu. 

parameters Alq NPB Ag Cu 
εinf 1.96 1.82 4.45 1.00 

F0 (eV2) --- --- 86.7 54.27 
Γ0 (eV) --- --- 0.03 0.21 
ω1 (eV) 3.17 3.57 4.22 2.53 
F1 (eV2) 0.83 3.42 5.78 3.80 
Γ1 (eV) 0.58 0.59 0.27 0.58 
ω2 (eV) 3.82 5.16 --- 3.83 
F2 (eV2) 0.25 16.05 --- 42.18 
Γ2 (eV) 0.47 0.41 --- 2.80 
ω3 (eV) 5.10 --- --- 9.00 
F3 (eV2) 17.08 --- --- 192.62 
Γ3 (eV) 0.28 --- --- 6.00 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1 Experimental and calculated TanΨ and Cos∆ of Alq film on Si substrate for three 

different incident angles. 

Fig. 2 Experimental and calculated TanΨ and Cos∆ of NPB film on Si substrate for three 

different incident angles. 

Fig. 3 The real and imaginary parts of the refractive index of Alq and NPB. 

Fig. 4 Experimental and calculated TanΨ and Cos∆ of Cu film on a glass substrate for 

three different incident angles. 

Fig. 5 Experimental and calculated TanΨ and Cos∆ of Cu film on a glass substrate for 

three different incident angles. 

Fig. 6 The real and imaginary parts of the refractive index of Ag and Cu. 

Fig. 7 Electroluminescence spectra of the Cu (25 nm)/NPB (65 nm)/Alq (139 nm)/Ag (70 

nm) device for different incident angles. 

Fig. 8 Photoluminescence spectra of the Cu (25 nm)/NPB (65 nm)/Alq (139 nm)/Ag (70 

nm) device for different incident angles from a) Cu side b) Ag side. Excitation 

wavelength was 325 nm. 

Fig. 9 Photoluminescence spectra for different incident angles of the devices with 

NPB/Alq thickness a) 33/69 and b) 130/278. Excitation wavelength was 325 nm. 

Fig. 10 Electroluminescence (a) and photoluminescence spectra through bottom Ag (b) 

and top Ag (c) mirror of the 33/69 device for different incident angles. Excitation 

wavelength was 325 nm. 

Fig. 11 Electroluminescence spectra for different incident angles for different position of 

the NPB/Alq interface a) 153/51; b) 102/102; c) 51/153; d) 26/178.  
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Fig. 12 Photoluminescence spectra for different incident angles for different position of 

the NPB/Alq interface a) 153/51; b) 102/102; c) 51/153; d) 26/178. Excitation 

wavelength was 325 nm. 

Fig. 13 Photoluminescence spectra of the devices with 204 nm Alq for a) Cu (25 nm) 

bottom mirror b) Ag (80 nm) bottom mirror. Excitation wavelength was 325 nm. 

Fig. 14 Photoluminescence spectra from the top Ag electrode for the devices a) 153/51, 

Cu mirror b) 51/153, Cu mirror, c) 153/51, Ag mirror d) 51/153, Ag mirror. Excitation 

wavelength 325 nm. 

Fig. 15 Comparison between the calculated and measured EL spectra for different 

NPB/Alq interface position a) Cu 25 nm bottom mirror b) Ag 80 nm bottom mirror. All 

the spectra correspond to 0° viewing angle. 

Fig. 16 Influence of the thickness of the emitting region on the calculated spectra for 

51/153 device for a) Cu bottom mirror (25 nm)  b) Ag bottom mirror (80 nm). 

Fig. 17 Photoluminescence of a) 33/69, b) 65/139, and c) 130/278 devices. Excitation 

wavelength is 420 nm. 

Fig. 18 Photoluminescence of microcavity with 204 nm Alq. Excitation wavelengths are 

a) 420 nm and b) 488 nm. 

Fig. 19 Reflectance (experimental (a) and calculated (b)) and transmittance (experimental 

(c) and calculated (d)) spectra for different incident angles for device with organic layer 

thickness 51/153 and 25 nm Cu mirror. 

Fig. 20 Reflectance spectra of 204 nm Alq microcavity with (a) 25 nm Cu bottom mirror 

(b) 80 nm Ag mirror. 
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Fig. 21 Dispersion curves for the device with 204 nm Alq layer for a) 80 nm Ag mirror b) 

25 nm Cu mirror. Fit of the transmission peaks of the device with Cu mirror to the three 

coupled oscillator model12,13 is also shown. Obtained parameters are: refractive index 

n=1.5, Interaction potentials V1=0.42 and V2=0.45, photon energy Eph(0)=1.839 eV, and 

exciton energies Eex1=2.314 eV and Eex2=2.038 eV. 

Fig. 22 Dispersion curves for the 51/153 device with a) 80 nm Ag mirror b) 25 nm Cu 

mirror. Fit of the transmission peaks of the device with Cu mirror to the two coupled 

oscillator model8 is also shown. Obtained parameters are: refractive index n=1.67, 

interaction potential V=ER/2=0.12, photon energy Eph(0)=2.275 eV, and exciton energy 

Eex=2.428 eV. 

Fig. 23 Photoluminescence of 204 nm Alq microcavities with a) 17 nm thick Ag mirror 

b) 28 nm thick Au mirror and c) 60 nm thick Cu mirror. 
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